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Abstract: 

Choosing to leave the origin family and country is not easy for the well-educated 

talents whose origin country is admitted as rising power. For leaving or staying, they 

can list many reasons to persuade themselves. Therefore, decisions they made are 

usually considered deliberately and pragmatic as well as influenced by multiple 

factors. By comparison, autobiographical memory as the motivation to leave seems to 

be emotional and unreliable. Is it true? The purpose of this paper is to explore the role 

of personal memory in decision making with storytelling method. This paper selects 

five active users who are followed by thousands of followers on Chinese Quora 

“Zhihu” to analyze their elaborated answers about personal past, stories and critical 

events to questions on “leaving China” under each Quora page. Meanwhile, it needs 

to emphasize that they grew up in China with various backgrounds and strive to stay 

even become citizens of Singapore, Brazil, Finland, Australia and Canada. Their 

narratives can be categorized as three themes: personal memories in China as 

motivations to leave, self-cognition adjustment induced by new environment and the 

temporary memories back to China. The implications of this study help to understand 

the mental needs of new immigrants and construct new identity and stable 

belongingness in different culture context.     
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Introduction 

 The twenty-first century may be the most suitable time to understand migration 

issue in history. People can cross boundaries within a country or between countries 

with various purposes. At the international level, in particular, globalization, 

economic integration, transnational migration networks, and changing economic 

conditions in migrant-sending countries form incentives for migration (Liang & Miao, 

2013). Besides, other factors such as education, war, disaster and terrorism also form 

potential immigrants for any country. However, migration issue today may become 

much more complex and intractable than before. One hand, the adaption and 

integration problems among different immigrants are long-standing. On the other 

hand, the hostile of ring-wing populism movements in democratic countries is rising 

(Haidt, 2016). Both two phenomena are related with identity and have crucial impacts 

on the stability of a community.  

For those well-educated talents in China who have choices and are usually 

welcome by developed countries, they not only face with the adaption problems in 

resident countries but also bear invisible influence from origin countries. For the 

former problem, as skillful talents, choosing to leave the origin family and country is 

not easy because China not only symbolizes origin social relationships and 

foundations but also has become a rising power in the world. Therefore, it starts to 

attract a diverse range of international immigrants especially the returning Chinese 

students and scholars (Pieke, 2012). As for the latter one, it concerns about 

immigrants’ political impacts which influence a state’s security. Immigrants can 

become resident countries’ citizens. Their loyalty and origin stance can be embodied 

on political participations especially assembly and election.  

 Still, no matter leaving or staying, immigrants can list many reasons to persuade 

themselves. Decisions they made are usually considered deliberately and pragmatic as 

well as influenced by multiple factors. By comparison, autobiographical memory as 

the motivation to leave seems to be emotional and unreliable. Is it true? This paper 

hopes to explore the role of personal memory in decision making with storytelling 

method. It selects five active users who are followed by thousands of followers on 

Chinese Quora “Zhihu” to analyze their elaborated answers about personal past, 

stories and critical events to questions on “leaving China” under each Quora page.  

Meanwhile, it needs to emphasize that they all grew up in China with various 

backgrounds and strive to stay in Singapore, Brazil, Finland, Australia and Canada. 

According to their narratives, their narratives can be categorized as three themes: 

personal memories in China as motivations to leave, self-cognition adjustment 

induced by new environment and the temporary memories back to China.  

The paper is organized as follows: first, it reviews the literature on “memory, 
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memory, narrative and Internet and storytelling as research method”. Second, it 

conceives a research design including how to identify samples and have an analysis. 

Third, it presents the analysis of each sample’s narrative and the forth is the 

discussion. Finally, it provides a conclusion and limitation. 

 

Literature Review 

Memory 

Everyone has a past. It constitutes a person’s unique history and identity. No one 

can live without a past. Likewise, memory which carries past is also vital for a person. 

Physically, memory is an internal brain activity which consists in multiple systems 

and can be divided into short-term one and long-term one in accordance with the 

length of time. In particular, the long-term memory is characterized as procedural 

(acquired behavioural skills) and declarative (facts and beliefs) systems (Klein & 

Nichols, 2012). As a continuous and life-long process, remembering and forgetting 

are struggling constantly within memory. Memory in mind can be aware of 

consciously and unconsciously (Bernecker, 2010). One hand, words, sounds, smells or 

other external information as cues can constantly trigger memory (Goddard, Pring & 

Felminghan, 2005). On the other hand, not all the past can be represented and 

information loaded by memory in the systems can decay and disappear over time. 

Therefore, what should be imprinted in mind is highly selective. What we remember 

is meaningful to ourselves. By this token, memory is also usually viewed as a mental 

and a cultural practice. It drives personality development (Thorne, 2000) and 

constitutes the self (May, 2017) by linking past, present and future.  

Moreover, memory is never the truth of the past. Before an event becomes a 

memory, the event we see and hear is actually our understanding of it in the eyes of 

constructivist. The understanding is sourced from the pre-existing long term 

knowledge shaped by society in brain. In order words, if we lose the knowledge we 

need, we cannot understand what is happening. Simultaneously, the images of event 

and the understanding enter the brain and form the contents of memory. When the 

memory is recalled, the relevant long term memory knowledge is contacted again and 

the memory is reconstructed (Howes & O'Shea, 2014). It can say that the constitution 

of memory is beyond the personal level. Espín (2015) emphasizes his own memory is 

the product of relationships and social contexts. It is individual desire and societal 

possibilities that both set the scope of memory. Therefore, in a way, memory is 

changeable because of changes in social context and knowledge.  

 In addition, memory also can be categorized as personal memory and collective 

memory in accordance with the subject. The personal history composes the collective 

memory and the collective memory shapes personal identity and affects the 
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remembering way of person (Espín, 2015).  

Memory, Narrative and Internet 

Memory is more than a private thing. It can be told, interpreted and shared with 

others interpersonally. Through sharing, memory is not only reconstructed with the 

ones who have the similar past but also maintains intimacy and builds up social 

relationships (Lindley, 2012). Once the memory is expressed, it can be represented as 

various outward forms such as oral and written accounts, painting, musical piece and 

so on (Brownlie, 2016). The oral and written forms are well known as narratives. A 

narrative has order with the beginning, middle and end parts (Brownlie, 2016). But it 

is not only a material or method but also marked by polymorphous phenomena in 

context (Hyvärinen, 2008). Besides, in terms of philosophy, Garza (2002) argues 

narrative creates human experience and its structure holding and returning experience 

is evolving over time. 

There is no doubt that different memories have different narratives. Still, the 

same memory also has different narratives which rely on the tellers’ purpose, theme 

and ideology (Browlie, 2016). Besides, circumstance and audience also have impacts 

on the narrative. Studies have supported that memories of tellers with instructions in 

laboratory are more accurate than their conversational context and tellers also adjust 

their narratives according to audiences’ abilities (Marsh, 2007).  

Furthermore, the narrated memory nowadays has been transformed by 

technology. It has already become more multiple and the roles of technology are more 

and more significant. Memory can be shared publicly through Internet and be 

retrieved, modified, stored and represented permanently. Li (2015) summarized five 

functions of Internet for memory. He pointed out memory becomes living experience 

because Internet links archive and living memory. For this paper, Internet provides a 

convenient tool to search potential research targets especially the hard-reach group 

and reduces time and energy for researcher.  

It needs to note that speaking and writing are different. Compared with the oral 

narrative, the written one is more formatted and drives more energy. These two 

conditions may make narrators more prudent. In addition, written narrative online 

appears more authentic and freer without a research environment (Pera, 2017). Thus, 

immigrant’s written narrative online is observed and collected by the paper. 

Storytelling as a Research Method 

 Story is not a new thing for human being. It is rooted in people’s history and 

formed in every culture. Everyone is a storyteller as well as listener all the time. As an 

expressive means, storytelling is understandable and captures listeners’ attentions 

easily. Therefore, storytelling as method can be applied in various fields. Apart from 

the well-known fields, such as education, psychology and nursing, it recently also can 
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be found in fields of knowledge management, UX design and climate change (Kalid 

& Mahmood, 2010; Moezzi, Janda & Rotmann, 2017; Quesenbery & Brooks, 2010). 

As a result, its forms are along with the development of technology.  

Meanwhile, the roles of story vary in people’s practices. Story provides 

information and implication from the basic perspective. And, it is not only a 

mechanism to share experience for generations but also a tool to explore narrator 

himself and his emotion (Linn, 2013). Besides, Liu, Xing and Starik (2012) argue 

storytelling encourages listener (including researcher) to understand narrator’s 

experience and make sense of social experience and identity. They also emphasize the 

dynamic meaning of story which constructs narrator’s observation on present and 

vision on future.  

Since storytelling as method is possible and valuable, it still needs to make a 

definition for a story. Similar with narrative, story also has an order. At the simplest 

level, it can be defined as something with a beginning, middle and end (Moezzi, Janda 

& Rotmann, 2017). More specifically, a story at least contains event and actor. The 

event is presented in temporal order and event and actor are related together. Thereby, 

for narrator, storytelling is how to interpret and enact activity (Chen, 2012). In 

addition to the above two elements, Mandler (1983) also lists location, problem and 

time. In his opinion, a story begins with these elements and followed by at least one 

episode which has beginning and development for a goal. In East, Jackson, O'Brien 

and Peters (2010)’s definition, personal account of experience without subjective 

selection and exclusion is not a story. That is to say, any story must be chosen and 

crafted by teller and the reserved and emphasized part is what teller wants to tell.    

. Giving the above, the paper defines a story as personal narrative of event which 

contains character, time and location in chronological order. As an event/experience, it 

has beginning, middle (including development) and end. Moreover, teller often shows 

his emotion or value during the process or at the end. Table 1 lists all the elements of a 

story with descriptions and each element is underlined within a story for analysis.  

 

Table 1 Elements of a Story 

Element Description 

character how many people, who are they 

time The event/experience happened on which date/day/month/year. 

location The event/experience happened in which place/city/country. 

beginning part the start of an event, description like “I remember…” 

middle part the process during an event, description like “then…” 

end/result the end/result of an event 

value/emotion teller’s self-disclosed feeling and implication of an event 
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Research Design and Method 

Zhihu 

 Zhi Hu (https://www.zhihu.com/), meaning “Do you know?” in classical Chinese 

is a social knowledge website. It can be viewed as Chinese Quora but develops its 

own mode. Its aim is “share your knowledge, experience and idea with the world” by 

building a true and high quality online community. It was founded in 2011 and 

already has attracted over 100 million users and 26 million daily active users with 1 

hour visiting time per person (Xiang, 2017). In this question-and-answer site, users 

can put forward various questions which are categorized as hundreds of topics such as 

history, photography, fitness, migration and so on and wait for answers. Zhihu also 

makes a series of rules (https://www.zhihu.com/question/19581624) for both question 

and answer in order to work the community. If the question is not valuable or illegal, 

Zhihu can suggest the questioner to modify the content or close the question. As for 

the unhelpful answer, Zhihu can fold it based on its judgment. It can imagine that 

users can modify their questions and answers repeatedly according to the 

requirements and other users’ responses.  

 Compared with other Chinese social media such as Weibo and Wechat, Zhihu,      

as the biggest and the most popular Chinese knowledge platform, has salient 

advantage: the quality of content. Before 2013, Zhihu first invites the authenticated 

experts in various fields to become users and answer questions. Then it allows 

everyone to join in. Although lots of users start to complain the quality and question 

the profession, users in Zhihu with high education and income are still dominated (Li 

& Wu, 2017). Furthermore, Zhihu’s selecting mechanism such as the function of 

approval/disapproval under each answer, the algorithm for ranking professional 

answers and the reservation for discussions from each side which is accessible easily 

with searching engine still make it worthy. Hu and Ru (2016) argue that Zhihu has 

self-purification function and stands for reason and freedom among Chines social 

media.        

 In order to illustrate the functions of Zhihu and the interactions from strangers, 

the paper chooses a user’s interface with translations as example. Three figures can be 

seen as a whole picture. Figure 1 shows the account, Li Jia Fei who has been verified 

by Zhihu as a PhD candidate of University of Chicago. In figure 1, Li discloses his 

true personal information including ID name, location, occupation and education 

degree. He also unveils his other social media account namely Wechat in the item of 

“one sentence introduction” for communication. And in his personal introduction part, 

he states his goal, character and hobby.   

 When it turns to Figure 2, it shows the basic Q & A dynamic interface. Every 

account can be followed and sent message by clicking two functions for interactions. 
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Under the personal information part, nine items (“dynamic, answer, question, article, 

column, thought, collection follow and verification & achievement”) with numbers 

expose his content generation and feedbacks. For example, he approved one user’s 

answer with other users together and he got 110099 approvals, 1824 thanks from 

readers as well as recommended by Zhihu. It is the content that makes him look 

powerful and popular with over six thousand followers.    

 As for Figure 3, it shows the designs for each answer. When Li answers a 

question, readers can click “approval/disapproval” and leave comments as reflections.    

Actually, the reflections are presented in more details. Readers can share, collect and 

express thankfulness. Besides, other attitudes can be found. Readers can evaluate the 

quality of answers by clicking “unhelpful” and “report”. The answers can also be 

reprinted after getting permission.  

 There is one thing cannot be ignored. Huge gaps in China’s regions and society 

result in people’s diverse experiences, cognitions, ideologies and values. These 

disparities in Zhihu can be embodied on users’ answers and opinions on news events 

and society issues. For example, questions on China’s future can be divided into 

pessimism and optimism. Basically, opinions exemplified with users’ personal 

experiences and knowledge are multi-polarized. For some sensitive topics including 

migration, if the revealed experiences are too exaggerated, readers especially the ones 

who share similar situations usually question and challenge with examples. For 

example, fabricated experiences and accounts have ever been exposed by users.  

 

 

 

Figure 1 Li Jia Fei’s Account 
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Figure 2 Li Jia Fei’s Basic Q&A Dynamic Interface 

 

Figure 3 Zhihu’s Designs for Answer    

 

Sample 

Zhihu’s updating with the quantity of question and answer as well as the 

numbers of asker and contributor makes the identification for suitable samples 

difficult though the observation on it has been over one year. It has formed various 

topics and each topic usually constitutes relationship with each other. “Migration” 

here is an extensive and hot topic followed by over 40000 users. Meanwhile, this 

word can be coupled with various nouns, adjectives even the news, events and context 

freely. It seems the tendency of it never wanes because it is discussed by users 

constantly. Therefore, it causes multiple angles, levels and incompatible debates 

among users easily and each question about migration distracts attentions differently. 
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The paper aims at the ones who were born and grew up in China while work and live 

oversea many years. Thereby, the paper figures out three steps to identify samples.  

The first step is searching. Considering the objective of this paper and the 

popularity of the question, it firstly selects tentative samples from the following 

questions belonging to the category of migration in 50 web pages with over one 

thousand answers up to August, 30, 2017:  

 Why so many people detest domestic all kinds of badness without willingness to 

reform but chasing migration?（2467 answers） 

 Why so many people in China advocate and encourage emigrate? (1306 answers)  

 Why so many people want to emigrate now and is it ok to emigrate in all ways? 

Isn’t it good in China currently? (1196 answers) 

 Why currently so many young people are willing to move to developed countries 

to wok or immigrate even though leaving their parents? (1127 answers) 

 What are the oversea students’ reasons to stay in resident countries?  

(1056 answers) 

As the above questions show, they get the high popularity and are closely 

relevant. This step provides a convenient way to notice research targets according to 

their answers to these questions. Their answers usually reflect their basic information 

and attitudes. 

The second one is exclusion. Transnational immigrants vary in many ways. To 

some extent, migration is a private as well as a sensitive behavior. The recalled 

experience in the process may expose immigrants’ private information including 

growing background, family, friends and other intimate relationships. Hence, users 

usually adopt an anonymous way hiding their account to tell their stories. So, the 

anonymous accounts among tentative samples are excluded. Besides, the forms of 

answers on migration are various. For example, reasons can be listed and both 

positive and negative examples also can be cited by immigrants. These kinds of 

answers without plots are excluded by this paper though they win a multitude of 

approvals.   

And the last step is comparing. A persuaded narrative needs enough length and 

ample descriptions. Sometimes immigrants upload their relative photos and provide 

web linkages (news, videos, journal papers, statistics data) as evidences to showcase 

their life. According to a private survey in 2014, 83.8% users never answered question 

(Su, 2014). That is to say only a small group people are willing and able to generate 

contents, not to mention the smaller group who master literature skills. All these 

conditions distinguish contributors in Zhihu. Hence, the rest samples after two steps 

are compared between each other as final identification.       

Giving the above, the paper identifies five active and powerful samples staying 
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in Singapore, Canada, Australia, Finland and Brazil with permanent resident identity. 

Amid these cases, Singapore, Australia and Australia are developed and traditional 

immigrant countries which have gathered numerous Chinese for a long time. The 

other two countries are less familiar. Table 2 shows five samples’
1
basic information 

and the statistics data are collected up to August, 30, 2017.  

  

Table 2 Basic Information of Five Samples 

Sample Resident 

Country 

Personal Background Number 

of 

Follower 

Number 

of 

Approval 

Number of 

Answer on 

Migration 

A Singapore a technician in IT >71000 >260000 9/192 

B Canada a gay and migration consultant >16000 >32000 104/311 

C Australia a decoration worker & stock market amateur >33000 >73000 30/1334 

D Finland a Christian and technician in IT >3700 >31000 44/2096 

E Brazil a medical apparatus & instrument developer >2500 >22000 7/394 

 

All samples are male and three have constructed families before emigrating. 

Among these families, three samples’ second generations have become resident 

countries’ citizens. Furthermore, five samples answered or were invited to answer 

questions about their background more than one time. All of them have answered a 

same question: why did you emigrate? Nevertheless, each sample’s situation should 

be highlighted explicitly. Sample A and Sample D have studied in resident countries 

and found local jobs. Differed from Sample D’s master degree, Sample A entered 

university with Singapore government scholarship. Other three samples moved to 

resident countries with Chinese bachelor diplomas. Among five samples, Sample C is 

the oldest and accumulated multiple working experiences in China including engineer, 

public servant and university lecturer.  

The paper adopts storytelling as research method. Each personal story told by 

samples on immigration is an analysis unit. All of them recalled their homeland and 

oversea experiences more than once. Figure 4 shows five samples’ memories 

roadmaps according to their narratives in two periods. Before emigrating, five 

samples were born and grew up in different places in China and their own personal 

experiences lead to different choices of future resident countries.   

                                                      
1
 Five samples can be retrieved from the following linkages. 

Sample A’s account: https://www.zhihu.com/people/liu-yi-jie-84/activities 

Sample B’s account: https://www.zhihu.com/people/woshiqixi/activities 

Sample C’s account: https://www.zhihu.com/people/shi-nian-yi/activities 

Sample D’s account: https://www.zhihu.com/people/xizzhu/activities 

Sample E’s account: https://www.zhihu.com/people/wenxingbing/activities 

https://www.zhihu.com/people/liu-yi-jie-84/activities
https://www.zhihu.com/people/woshiqixi/activities
https://www.zhihu.com/people/shi-nian-yi/activities
https://www.zhihu.com/people/xizzhu/activities
https://www.zhihu.com/people/wenxingbing/activities
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Figure 4 the Roadmap of Five Samples’ Memories 

 

As the figure shows, the black lines with arrows in figure mean they moved to 

resident countries with memories in China. When they settled down in resident 

countries, previous memories in China and new memories in resident countries were 

gathered in brain and affected each other. After emigrating, the red lines with arrows 

mean three samples returned to China temporarily for business or meeting origin 

families with resident countries’ memories. Similarly, memories of two places were 

gathered again. It needs to highlight that Figure 4 merely presented the memories they 

actually wrote. In other words, they probably shunt between China and resident 

countries in fact but they did not recall each time. For example, both Sample C and 

Sample E did not mention their memories backed to China. Also, Sample E has 

something different. From his narratives, his first trip to Brazil for business was in 

2008 but the decision to stay was made at the second trip for business in 2011.  

 

Analysis 

In this section, the paper summarized three main themes from samples’ 

narratives as “the earlier period of personal memories in China”“self-cognition 

adjustment induced by new environment” and “the temporary memories back to 

China”. Amid these narratives, the impressive stories and its scenarios are stressed by 

this paper. 

The earlier period of personal memories in China 

All samples before emigrating have formed basic cognitions and understanding 

Singapore 

Canada 

Australia 

Finland 

Brazil 

China 
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of China. They seemingly discover some common problems in China though every 

sample’s experience is characteristics. Basically, the factors to leave are similar. 

Several key words are often retold, such as the visible environment, education and the 

untouchable public power and social rule. Each factor can be revealed in their 

memories.   

 In Sample B’s leaving motivation, he shared several true and helpless stories. He 

is a gay and has felt surrounding hostility and pressure since he has consciousness. He 

recalled the whole process from meeting his boyfriend Mr C to make a decision to 

emigrate. He wrote, “I met Mr C at a friend‟s birthday party. Because of the pressure, 

we did not show our love to each other until a long time. After living together, we 

can‟t buy a car and a house because we are not a couple in law. What‟s worse, we 

were often rejected by insurance companies because we were not immediate family”. 

 After such events appeared including a surgery, the decision to leave emerged in 

two guys’ minds. Sample C wrote, “I remembered explicitly that afternoon when Mr 

C stood under my company. He delivered a tepid coffee to me and said he had 

submitted application. He asked, would you like to go with me? I said, gave me a 

reason. Mr C said, because I could sign my name in your operation consent when you 

were in surgery in Canada. I kept silent but walked with him for a long time. I only 

knew that our hands did not loose but tighten”.  

 From his growth experience, Sample B does not think gay and gay marriage will 

be accepted in China in future and he cannot change the society. So, he chose to leave. 

In his opinion, migration has nothing to do with China’s future but he knows what he 

wants.  

 Another painful story is from Sample C. As the paper mentioned before, he is the 

oldest and defines himself as a man of story which makes him a little conceited in 

discussions on China’s problems. He applied to emigrate long before. Still, it does 

mean he wants to stay in Australia. He has expressed that he knew more people in 

China without cultural difference. However, after a series of horrible events 

encountering with his relatives, police and court, he felt tired. He recalled the conflicts 

with relatives in debt several times but the most descriptions are the process of trial.  

 He wrote, “A judge from the intermediate court talked to me and then threatened 

me. He asked me to settle privately then he conciliated [both sides]. He judged me 

lost if I wouldn‟t listen to him. The dialogues were within 10 sentences but I jumped 

up to curse him „I fucking backed home for you idiot threatening me‟. Then I seized 

his collar and said „went to find your leader‟. I kept cursing him and pulled him.  

Staffs nearby were peeping us quietly. The judge said, please not and I took you to 

find leader. Later, the chief judge of the civil court promised me he would handle it. 

Three weeks later, I was asked to come again. I guessed they regarded me as an 
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insider from public sector. There, the chief judge told me this was their local policy. I 

said to him, you stood for intermediate court but you violated the rule. It ruled two 

trials could not be judged by the same group. But the chief judge responded me 

contemptuously „we did it every year‟.”    

 In Sample C’s narratives, he omitted the reasons and results of conflicts and the 

time and location on purpose. What he emphasized is the hardship struggle with the 

court officers. As a single person, he felt helpless. He recalled tiny scenes where he 

saw the bus, store, landlady, rain, park, school and mountain so clearly during the 

hard time waiting for the verdict. All details reminded him how he ever killed the time 

meaninglessly. Through these events, Sample C thought him had learnt something 

about the law and compatriots in China. He concludes that China’s civil law is a joke 

and the civil court lacks of enforcement. Besides, he does not think Chinese people 

will become better over time due to the high cost of being a good man.   

The self-cognition adjustment induced by new environment 

 It can be said that reasons to stay in a country are characteristic too though ideal 

countries may share something common. For some immigrants, they already have had 

anticipations to the target countries before. For example, Sample B knew gay 

marriage was legal in Canada and Sample C chose to live in Queensland because he 

loved Great Barrier Reef when he was a kid. Those anticipations can be formed in the 

previous knowledge. If the anticipations comply with the reality, it is very easy to 

adapt to the environment.  

 However, not all potential immigrants have targets at the beginning. Sometimes 

the decisions are accidental. For example, Sample E’s experience in Brazil looks like 

a shock in his life. It is the experience which made him stay in Brazil. At his first time 

to Brazil in 2008, he was not impressed by the tall buildings in Jardim district because 

China’s architectures were much grander in mind. But the turning point appeared in 

his second time.  

He wrote, “I took a team to join an exhibition in Florianopolis, an island city in 

the South Brazil. The exhibition made us so disappointed that we planned to travel 

around the city. Then we drove a ship to a small island for snorkelling. Suddenly, one 

workmate drowned. We then dragged him out of water and a helicopter arrived in 

seven minutes. The workmate was sent to the best hospital after taking first aid. The 

rest of us returned to wharf and took a taxi to hospital in one and a half hour. Later, 

according to the doctor, my workmate‟s heart has stopped twice. He then lived in 

Intensive Care Unit for four days and turned to general ward for five days. 

Fortunately, he went back to China without any sequelae. Another fortunate was that 

all the fees were paid by the government. This event also could be found on Brazil 

news website nowadays. We often talked about this event after that. If we were in 
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China, the life was over, not to mention the fees. I decided to move to Brazil after 

getting help from local ethnic Chinese.”       

 According to Sample E’s narratives, before the second time to Brazil, he has 

accumulated quite a few over sea experiences including New York, Paris and Geneva. 

It sounds like fateful only Brazil let him identify. Therefore, he argues Brazil may not 

suit everyone but him. In addition, Chinese is less familiar with Brazil. A lot of 

cognitions about Brazil are wrong. As a professional in medicine, he is sensitive in 

public health. Compared with China, Brazil costs more in health care. In his opinion, 

Brazil is better than China except public security.  

 As for Sample A, his case may be simpler. He is excellent enough that he gets an 

opportunity to study in Singapore when he is a high school student. Moreover, 

Singapore is easier to adapt for Chinese people. Hence, in his narratives, the obstacles 

in Singapore can be overcome which make Singapore the most suitable country for 

Chinese. But in his story, the most impressive experience is a Chinese middle school 

student’s performance.  

He wrote, “I was invited to act as judge in a Chinese debate contest in Singapore. 

I forgot the title and the contents of both sides except one session. One side took 

China‟s policy as an example to question the other side. One member of the other side, 

a China‟s student, stood up to answer „[because] this was a political question, we 

wouldn‟t talk about it‟. Then he turned to another topic. At the end of the contest, I 

made a summary that the other side was lost. And I told the Chinese student he was a 

debater not a party member. Everything could be discussed and there were no 

differences among political, economic moral and academic questions. Furthermore, 

he had no right to exclude a topic by means of one sentence. Nobody here interfered, 

prosecuted and arrested him. These expressions may scare him a little. But this event 

left me negative impact indeed.”     

Sample A argues the real horrible thing is a forbidden zone in speech freedom 

within a Chinese body. Once the content appears in the zone, Chinese people stop 

talking and give up finding out the truth. The influence on this young boy is so rooted 

even though he has left China. After that, Sample A resolves to let his kid grow up in 

foreign country. In Sample A’s narratives, situation in Singapore is little mentioned 

but China’s reverses. Actually, the freedom of speech in Singapore is partly (Freedom 

House, 2017). Nevertheless, this event causes him to rediscover the left behind 

badness which is irrelevant with Singapore.  

The temporary memories back to China 

 Five samples spend most time in resident countries only three record their 

memories backed to China. Amid these memories, Sample A and Sample B share the 

similar memories. They both mentioned the contents chatted with friends and felt 
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alienated. As for Sample D, he last time backed to China was 2013 and stated he was 

no longer to adapt to the origin environment. During these processes, samples’ 

memories between China and resident countries are intertwined.  

 Both Sample A and Sample B recalled the scenes they met friends in China. The 

topics were concerned about money, position, marriage and kids’ education. 

Especially, their friends’ focuses were spouses’ conditions and wages. In this regard, 

Sample A, a single man, cared more his hobby and value. And Sample B recalled his 

life in Canada that he seldom mentioned his privacy rather focused on his hobby. 

Hence, both samples understood their friends’ behaviors but felt lived in different 

worlds. Sample B wrote, “A person‟s horizon and thought were sourced from 

environment. If I still stayed in China, I probably was one of them.” On the contrary, 

Sample A confessed, “I couldn‟t change the society but I wouldn‟t let it change me.” 

 When it turns to Sample D’s case, his is a little special. He answered the most 

questions among five persons and most were European and American news and 

contents of Bible. According to his narratives, he has started to question the 

propagations of Chinese Communist Party and found out the truth in Internet when he 

was a junior high school student in 1999. Therefore, he has made a decision to leave 

at that time.  

 He recalled when he went back to China with family several details which were 

viewed as references with Finland. He wrote, “When we entered the Custom and 

Inspection at the airport, my wife was holding my daughter and I placed several big 

luggages for inspection. There stood a staff and a Finnish couple was behind me. To 

my surprise, the staff came over to help the couple including the husband. Besides, 

when I went to a branch of government to do with something, the public servant 

showed a cold face and ignored me. It seems that they regarded me as a foe. I had to 

yield and begged…All these things never happened in Finland. Each time I talked to 

the Finnish public servants, they watched my eyes. Moreover a foreigner could report 

staffs‟ services if they needed. But in China, report is useless.” 

 Compared with other samples, Sample D may have more political practices. He 

has not changed his nationality but he voted in city council election because 

foreigners who have lived over two years also have right to vote and be voted. For 

Sample D, the longer time stayed in Finland, the thinner emotion to China. He 

strongly felt equality and simple in Finland and turned to care local policies such as 

migration, welfare and refugee. By contrast, he was indifferent with “heaven dynasty” 

(China) and remained vigilant on the relation with China’s government. He wrote, “If 

my Finish was good, I would run in election.”  
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Discussion 

 Even though five samples have different backgrounds and migration stories, the 

common things still can be found among them. First of all, they all found quite a lot 

of problems in China. Hence, they listed various ones in the answers. However, the 

salient ones in their memories, from Sample A to Sample E, are the restriction on 

thought, gay right, rule of law, equality and public welfare. In their opinions, none of 

them can be solved by themselves. In contrast, they felt satisfied in resident countries. 

Therefore, they choose to leave and rebuild social connections. All these things 

actually can be viewed as civil rights and cannot be covered by shining economic 

achievement. But progress of civil rights usually depends on a substantial political 

reform. Considering the space of freedom is shrinking since President Xi Jinping took 

the power, all these retold civil rights must face more challenges. For these 

immigrants, it is wise to take this step.       

Secondly, five samples had their versions on the root of problems and realized 

the aftermath of solving problems For example, both Sample C and Sample E who are 

thirsty for a simple and happy life, argued the root of problems was Chinese 

themselves. It seems to have no solutions. Because in China, the inter-individual 

relation is unequal and they lack of common interest which leads to mutual harm. 

Meanwhile, most people are keen on chasing money, power and position. In fact, the 

picture of China in five samples’ narratives is similar. Not only Sample C and Sample 

E are fed up with such situations. All of them have expressed the comfortable life they 

admired.  

Likewise, Sample A, Sample D and Sample E have answered the same question:  

why so many people detest domestic all kinds of badness without willingness to 

reform but chasing migration? It is not a surprise that their answers were the same. All 

of them agreed that if a Chinese started to care and solve the problem, he would soon 

find himself at a risk. In this regard, Sample A illuminated that migration is always 

right because immigrants know too many truths which impair the state’s prosperity 

and stability. At this point, five samples can be counted as sober. In perceptions of 

such hardship and cost of change, five samples built up strong resolution to emigrate.   

 

Conclusion and Limitation 

 This paper adopts an interpretive approach to explore the role of personal 

memory in decision making on migration with storytelling method. It hopes to answer 

whether autobiographical memory as the motivation to leave is emotional and 

unreliable. After reviewing the literature on memory and analysing five immigrants’ 

stories, it finds that what they really cherish is the value itself such as civil rights and 

individual dignity, not the substance. And this value cannot be found in China and is 
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strong enough to overcome the adaption problems. All of them are aware of what a 

life they desire and the identity can be changed. In terms of value they cherish which 

also complying with democratic countries, migration is not emotional and unreliable.  

This paper searches for the hard-reach samples and collects data through Internet. 

All data are dynamic and the samples’ online narratives may not disclose enough 

information. In other words, it needs to take extra time to verify sample’s words. 

Thereby, the method should be supplemented/transformed into face to face interview 

in later research. Considering the huge amount of Chinese immigrants in the world, 

this paper still has the contribution to start this preliminary research. Nevertheless, 

more questions can be asked further because migrants’ situations vary, such as the 

differences between permanent residents and formal citizens, the integration ways of 

different immigrants and how to evaluate the integration, the political participations of 

immigrants and their the attitudes to local refugee policy.  
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